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[likewise] mean crookd, or cured. (TA.) See also 1, in the last quarter of the paragraph.
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and V , (f, Mgh, O, Myb, ],) the
former of the dial. of El-VIij6z and the latter of
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the dial. of Temeem, (Myb, TA,) and
which is the only form, or almost the only one,
that is used by the vulgar, is said by MF to be
mentioned by some one or more of the commentators, but not known in the lexicons, (TA;)
[A rib;] a certain appertenance of an animal,
(Nsb,) well knon,n; (];) the rurred thing of
the side; (TA;) a singe bone of the bones of the
side: (Mgh, Mb:) of the fem. gender, (Myb,
], TA,) accord. to common repute; or, as some
say, masc.; or, accord. to some, whose opinion
in this mee is preferred by Ibn-Malik and others,
of both genders: (TA:) pl. [of mult.] L
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and [of pauc.]
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(TA.)
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lowest part of the sids [of a man, i.e. thelt
rib; and the hindmot rib in a beast]: (TA:)
and signifies also A burn in the part beaind what
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See also ·
O, L,)

, meaning a above. (TA.)
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~_L_ A garment, or piece of cloth, fu
iu atripes, lit thonge, or traps, (0, g, TA,)
in
c. silk, or ram
or of , [i.
thes bcin/g of_;'

three places.-Also, applied to a man, (.,0,
wide, like
Meb,) Strong, orpometld; (, O, Msb, V ;) and silk,]

[or ribs]: (TA:) or
j.
(Lb, TA:) or variouly n.won,
strong, hard, or firm, in the t I, [or ribs]: (, [simply]fgured:
and thin: (TA:) or partly wmo and partly
.. *I,great lft un,os (ISh, Az, 0, 8, TA.) - And
0, :) or, a some say, long in the
in make, buly; applied to any animal, even to 'i= ; i [A ribbeddome or cpda; i. e.] having

a jinnee: (TA:) pl.
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(i,) or app.,

(TA.)
theform ofi
[of which the former may be a contraction].
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ee
(TA.) And, applied to a horse, Complete, or
perfect, in make orformation, la7qe in the middle,
[or rib] bron.
NfHaving the '
i
thick in the [bona called] CiIl, haring many
·A bow
(Ibn-'Abbad, O.).- And &.5L
ainews::ISk, $, 0, ] C:) or, so applied, thick in
in th wood of which are a bending (~J ) and
the cljl; strong, hard, or firm, in the sinews:
(...i3, as in the 0 and J, or ,1,
an even
(Mlb:) or, as some say, lng in the ribs
as in the L), [app. towards each etremity,] thd
c 1), awide in the sides, large in the breast. rest of it (ti~t) bein similar to its S [which
(TA.) And.,jl C&; A man large in the means its middle part, or part where it i grapd
mouth: (it, 0, :) or wide therein: (A'Obeyd, with the hand, or part against which the arrow
0,] :) expl. in the former sense, and in the goe, &c., for it is variously explained]; (0, ],
latter, as applied to the Prophet; (O,TA;) TA;) so accord. to A,, (O,TA,) and ABn;
width of the mouth, (lit, 0, ], TA,) and large- (TA ;) as also t
', (0, ,-TA,) and

of sticA or wood; syn. * ; [erroneously supposed by Golius and Freytsg to mean here the
musical instrument thus called;] (IA r, O,] ;) neSS thereof, (TA,) being commended by the
so in a saying of the Prophet to a woman, Arabs, and smallness thereof being discommended
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ba[properly TA:) and QtdI 1
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for
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mountain, etn
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